
AOTEAROHA KĀWANATANGA 
The World of Love Governance 

 
'Royal Charter' 

Date of Agreement 1st July 2019 
This Agreement is Between Our Father, IO Matua Te Runga Rawa & The Son of Man, Ariki-
nui Gavin Marsic/Ariki-nui Kawenata Marsich-Crown & The Holy Spirit, Lady Crown, in Te 

Whare Mātāmuatanga o IO (The Kingdom House of IO), God in the Heavens and on Earth & 
participating Aotearoha Kāwanatanga [The World of Love Governance], having its post-

master addresses within the Kingdom of God on Earth; 
PO Box 247, Opononi Four Square, State Highway 12, Opononi 0473, RD3 Kaikohe, Aotearoa 

[New Zealand] and PO Box 9144 Harris Park, NSW  2150 Australia. 

 
Holy Bible Old Testament Book of Genesis 1:1 Book of Genesis 2:8  

"In the beginning God Created the heavens on Earth" 
"And the Lord God planted a garden in Eden, in the east, and there he put the man whom he 

had formed" 

 

Preamble 

 
The ‘Aotearoha Kāwanatanga’, (by right, as given by the Creator IO, GOD) with the 
power and subsequent authority of that right to henceforth operate under divine 

lore, God’s Law, through the regulation of our activities, the operation of our 
customs and usages, to carry out trade, equity and commerce, all under the 

auspices of the  
Aotearoha Kāwanatanga Charter through Self Governance processes, so long and 

in so far as, said governance is not repugnant to the general principals of the 
Member Nations. 

This will be accomplished through the use of Our Heavenly Father’s Divine 
doctrine ‘That you do no harm to your fellow man/woman or their property’. 

 
With this in mind and working unified (with all due respect to other Sovereigns, 
their similarities and or diversities) beyond the scope of non-living entities (i.e.; 
corporations, defacto governments and or foreign rule), we can then facilitate; 
proper, just, transparent and accountable representation of and to the people 

through the use of ethical and moral practices, able to be facilitated through the 
use of consultation, permanence, absoluteness, comprehensiveness and 

indivisibility processes utilising; new, current and suppressed technologies. The 
use of renewable and unmetered technologies will be the new norm under the 

Aotearoha Kāwanatanga. 
 

The ability for us to co-create better outcomes and environments resides within 
us all. Aotearoha Kāwanatanga affiliates will administer to our inherent rights 

through the Royal Charter, ensuring the aspirations, prosperity and well-being of 
all, paving the way for us to eliminate famine, disease and suffering, thereby 
enabling us to finally embrace one another with the dignity and spirit of our 

Heavenly Fathers grace and love. 



 

'ROYAL CHARTER' 

 
ARTICLE 1 – Sovereign Heir Covenant 

I in-arguably pledge, on this day to accept you our Heavenly Father in absolute 
faith, acknowledging that you are the  truth, power and authority over all things. 
I humbly ask for your forgiveness for any misdeeds, I or my ancestors may have 

committed in our veiled or otherwise ignorance that we as a people can now 
unite to tear down any and all barriers, thereby allowing us all to live together as 

one indivisible family under your glory and love. 
I ask that you be my protector and refuge as I am willing to trust in you that I may 

attain a purity of mind, body, soul and spirit in the knowing that all things are 
possible under your guidance. With all my reverent Love. 

It is done. 
 

ARTICLE 2 – Divine Entity  
The Divine Entity is inviolable (safe from violation) and shall not be prejudiced or subjected to 
any undue exposure. The same shall apply to the entities of prophets and divine messengers. 

 
ARTICLE 3 – Official Language 

Due to demographics, English is the official language. Upon request this charter will be 
translated into other languages. 

 
ARTICLE 4 – Lore / Law 

The principle of Divine Law is the final authority in the interpretation thereof. Divine Law is God’s 
Law, that “you do no harm to your fellow relations or their property”.  The principles of Tribal, 

Customary and Original Lore are all sources of this unwritten lore. 
 

ARTICLE 5 – Religion 
Sovereigns embracing religion shall have the right to revert to their respective 
religious laws in matters relevant to personal affairs, the practice of religious 

(affairs) or (rituals), and the nomination of spiritual leaders in so far as 
these practices do not contravene God’s Law. 

 
ARTICLE 6 – Sovereignty 

The people are the source of sovereignty and we shall exercise and protect the rights and 
privileges this affords, along with the recognition of the sovereign rights of others, thereby 

preserving and promoting unity. 
 

ARTICLE 7 – Political 
The political system shall, within the framework of the fundamentals of Aotearoha Kāwanatanga 

prescribed under this charter, be based on co-operative alliances. These alliances shall be 
governed by lore, operating with truth, integrity, transparency and honesty. Sovereigns shall, 

upon notification, have the right to establish political alliances. 
 

ARTICLE 8 – Education 
Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall maintain educational systems aimed at truth and creativity rather 
than the current indoctrination learning processes used throughout the globe by governments, 

religions and monetary institutions that have effectively enslaved the general populace. 
 

ARTICLE 9 – Values of the Family 
The family unit shall be the basis of society and shall be the foundations thereof. Aotearoha 



Kāwanatanga shall preserve the identity of the family in terms of their respective; faiths, 
religions, moral and ethical values to ensure the cohesion, stability and protection thereof. 

 
ARTICLE 10 – Unity and Sovereign Nations 

Aotearoha Kāwanatanga basis is that of unity, equality and social solidarity. 
 

ARTICLE 11 – Equality 
Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall, without discrimination or prejudice, ensure that all Sovereigns 

enjoy equal opportunities irrespective of gender, race, creed or religion by maintaining 
equilibrium and harmonisation in all aspects of society within Aotearoha Kāwanatanga 

frameworks. 
 

ARTICLE 12 – The Protection of Morals and Heritage 
So long as they are moral and ethical, Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall, within the limits of this 

charter, be committed to safeguarding, preserving and protecting tribal traditions, monuments, 
memorials, burial sites and historical reserves. 

 
ARTICLE 13 – Protection 

Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall maintain the protection of all, especially those who are unable to 
maintain their own protection such as those who may be elderly, fragile, mothers and children. 

 
ARTICLE 14 – The Arts, Crafts and Literature 

Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall promote the arts, crafts and literature for the benefit of all of 
society. 

 
ARTICLE 15 – The Economy 

The economy shall be organised in accordance with a comprehensive development plan of Co-
operative Enterprises that guarantees an increase in national income, utilising a fair and 

equitable distribution format, effectively creating a rise in the standard of living with increases in 
employment or energy exchange opportunities. 

 
ARTICLE 16 – Non Government Foundation Enterprises 

Co-operative enterprises shall be created and maintained by Aotearoha Kāwanatanga to 
facilitate exchanges of energy. To exist within the new societal frameworks, an exchange of 

energy is required by the people that in turn allows for a fair and equitable form of 
remuneration. The people shall have a share in the management of these enterprises and the 

contributions thereof are to be used for intra and infrastructure throughout their respective 
regions. 

 
Set up your foundation today. Click Here NGF 

 
ARTICLE 17 – Contributions to the Collective 

Contributions from foundation margins of these Co-operative Enterprises can be donated to the 
Governance of Love based upon sharing of extra surplus contributions. There shall be no 

personal tax in any form. 
 

ARTICLE 18 – Health 
Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall maintain health systems aimed at the physical, mental, holistic 

and spiritual well-being of the people. 
 

ARTICLE 19 – Natural Resources 
Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall give due and just consideration to the use of natural resource by 
operating under a fit for purpose mentality rather than the throwaway mentality currently used. 

 
ARTICLE 20 – Agriculture 

Agriculture is a fundamental component of the national economy. Aotearoha Kāwanatanga 
shall seek to give due care to farmers and agricultural workers and the development of the 

https://return-to-eden.weebly.com/foundation-file.html


main national agricultural crops. Aotearoha Kāwanatanga shall also seek to support agricultural 
cooperative societies and to include farmers in the agricultural plan and enable them to 

manage these plans. 
 

ARTICLE 21 – Sovereign Property and Lands 
Sovereign Property and Lands shall be maintained and supervised by each of the respective 

Nations.  
 

ARTICLE 22 – Guardianship 
The energy, lands, oceans and atmosphere are guarded collectively by all Sovereigns as the 

bearers and guardians of the planet. 
 

ARTICLE 23 – Sovereign Status 
Each and every one of us are sovereign. At this time, we are still required to progress through 

the infancy stage to enlighten ourselves to our status on how to truly stand in our own truth. As 
an aid to this enlightenment, info can be sourced through the following Exodus. 

 
ARTICLE 24 – Right to Freedom of Movement 

Everyone has the right to freedom of movement and residence within the borders of each 
State.  Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own, and to return to his 

country. 
 

ARTICLE 25 - Global Covenant of IO for value 
Our Father IO Matua gifted to us here on Earth, through the Kingdom of God on Earth, 

Governance of Love, binds on Earth loosed in Heaven the 'Global Covenant of IO For Infinite 
Value', deposited into the Credit Exchange Pure Trust Account to be used as an offset account 

against any and all debts for Infants, Debtors, Sovereign-heir Credits, Commercial Ventures, 
Commercial Bills, Taxes, or Monetary claims, on behalf of all Sovereign-heirs, said 

presentment/claims to have been “accepted for value” and endorsed by our Guardians of 
Divinity. 

 

https://exodus200.wordpress.com/

